Gold and Diamond Adorned
Galaxy S7 Edge Smartphone by
Legend
Legend has introduced their latest bespoke product – Gold and
diamond adorned Galaxy S7 Edge smartphone. The company is
based in Helsinki Finland and specializing in creating
incredible, custom smartphones
Their latest release is a Galaxy S7 Edge smartphone that is
blinged out in 24k gold and stunning diamonds. Legend’s focus
is on taking the best in today’s technology consumer products
and turning them into bespoke products.
Their luxurious, Galaxy S7 Edge smartphone now becomes the
first Galaxy mobile phone that is decorated with VVS1 grade
diamonds, plus a 24k gold plated back.
Most of us want to make our smartphones unique and stand out
in a crowd. Who doesn’t like bragging rights about what phone
they own and what protective case they use? The new product
release unveiled from Legend is definitely a show stopper.
What we like about the new Galaxy is how Legend created an
embellishment using the well known Samsung logo, along with a
diamond halo and enamel filling. This unique feature gives the
Samsung Galaxy device both a distinctive and luxury looking
appearance.
What if you want to add a unique touch to your phone? No
worries. Legend will make each custom smartphone to the
client’s own specifications. The Galaxy S7 Edge has several
custom packages available to give it the perfect look. For
example, choose from laser or hand engraving, adding a custom
logo, or your gemstone placement on the Galaxy smartphone.

In addition to 24k Gold the Galaxy S7 case can also be made in
Platinum. If you are a fan of leather, you’re in luck. Legend
also offers several exotic leather editions. Take your pick
from CITES certified shark, crocodile, lizard, stingray or
ostrich options.
By working closely with your Legend bespoke designer, you can
make your purchase the ultimate swag belonging. Impress your
friends and family with your own or purchase one for that
special person in your life. It makes the perfect birthday,
graduation, anniversary or business gift.
The custom Galaxy S7 Edge Smartphone is carefully packaged in
a luxury presentation box. Included is an impressive leather
folder that holds the phone’s certificate of authenticity.
Pricing for the bespoke Samsung Galaxy S7 is 2350 euros for
the gold or platinum option. The exotic leather option is
priced at 2390 euros. Both prices include worldwide express
shipping.

If you would like to purchase the
luxurious Samsung Galaxy S7 Edge
smartphone from Legend, please
contact us. We hope you enjoy
reading about the luxury industry
and return again to follow our
luxury blog.
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